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Representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group are considered which correspond to 
physical systems possessing mass, momentum, and intrinsic angular momentum, for which 
the polarization is described by values of the projection of the intrinsic angular momentum 
along a prescribed direction or of the total angular momentum along the direction of the 
momentum (the helicity }. Representations are also considered which correspond to physical 
systems with zero mass, for which the polarization is described only by the projection of the 
total angular momentum along the direction of the momentum. For,these representations all 
of the transformations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group which determine the relativistic 
kinematics of the polarization are found in explicit form. The representations for systems 
with zero mass are obtained from those for systems with mass K >" 0 by passage to the limit 
K- 0. 

1. GENERAL REMARKS 

THE transformations of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group consist of space-time displacements, 
space rotations, and transformations in which a 
velocity is imparted to the system (pure Lorentz 
transformations}. In a displacement of a system 

where the axial vector M is the angular-momentum 
operator of the system. When a velocity v is im
parted to the system* (pure Lorentz transforma
tion) the coordinates undergo the transformation 

in space and time its coordinates ~ go over into 

(1) 

where the four-vector* ~ characterizes the mag
nitude and direction of the displacement. Under 
the displacement a state ci> of the system goes 
over into a state ci>D =Dei> by the action of a 
unitary operator D (a}, which is of the form 

'\ 
D (a}= exp (- ia~'- p~'-), (2} 

where the four-vector PJ.L is the momentum four
vector of the system. 

In a space rotation of the system around an axis 
n through the angle cp the coordinates Xp. are 
transformed into 
x' = n (nx) + [x- n (nx)] cos cp + [nx] sin cp, x 0' = x0 , 

I (3)t 
and a state ci> of the system goes over into a state 
ci>R = R ( n, cp) ci> by the action of a unitary operator 
R (n, cp), which is of the form 

R (n, cp) = exp (- icp nM), (4) 

*The notation used is al-L= (a, a,), a11-b11- =a· b- a0bo. 
t[nxl = n x x; (nx) = n•x. 

x'=x+v[~<r-l)+rx0], x~=r(x0 +vx), (5) 

and a state ci> of the system goes over into cf>L 
= L (v) ci> by the action of a unitary operator L (v), 
which is of the form 

L (v) = exp (- i"f.C N), thx = v, c = vjv, (6)t 

where the vector N is the generator of the pure 
Lorentz transformation. 

The operators M, N form the antisymmetric 
angular-momentum tensor ~ v: 

The operators PJ.L and Jlf!.J.Lv satisfy the following 
commutation relations1 •2: 

(7) 

(pp, Pv] = 0, (8) 

f.M;, Pi]= ietih P~t. (M;, Pol = 0, 

[N;, Pil = - il'J;i Po• [N;, Pol = - ip;, (9) 

[M;, Mil= ieiih. Mk, [M;, Nil= ieiih. Nh., 

(N;, Nil = - ietih M~<.. (10) 

*Hereafter we shall use, besides the ordinary velocity v, 
the corresponding four-velocity ui-L = (u, y), where u = yv and 
y = (1- v2)-v.. 

tth y = tanh y. 

240 
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Although the operators PJL• ~v that define the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group are Hermitian and 
correspond to physical quantities they do not form 
a complete set of commuting operators, and there
fore cannot be used for a consistent description of 
physical systems. We can, however, construct 
from the operators PJL and ~ 1.1 a complete set of 
Hermitian operators A, whose eigenstates <I>a 
form a representation of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group. Those of the operators A that 
commute not only with each other but also with the 
operators PJL and J\ITp, 1.1 are called invariants of the 
group. To each set of eigenvalues of the invariants 
of the group there corresponds its own representa
tion, i.e., its own system of states <I>a, which trans
form only among themselves under all the trans
formations of the group. A detailed classification 
of the representations of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group has been derived in papers by 
Wigner, 3 Bargmann and Wigner, 4 and Shirokov. 5 

We shall here consider representations that are 
characterized by a complete system of conserved 
operators A, i.e., operators that commute with the 
S matrix and with the operator p0 •1 

2. CONSERVED OPERATORS AND THE INTRINSIC 
ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF A SYSTEM 

Let us consider a physical system which pos
sesses the four-momentum PJL and the four
dimensional angular momentum ~v· When a 
velocity v is imparted to such a system the com
ponents of the vector PJL and the tensor ~v are 
transformed in the following way: 6 

p' = p + v ((vp) v-2 (r- 1) -r YPoL P~ =r(P0 + vp), (11) 

M' = M + [v [vM]J v-2 (1- r) + r [vNJ, 
N'= N + [v[vN]]v-2 (1-r)-r[vM]. (12) 

If we choose for the velocity v the value v 
= - p/p0, then the center of mass of the trans
formed system will be at rest, so that p' = 0, Po 
= K, and M' = M- K-1 (p0 + K)-1p x [p x M] 
- K-t [p X N ]. 

The angular momentum M', which is the angular 
momentum of the stationary system (or the angular 
momentum of the system in the center-of-mass 
coordinate system) is naturally called the intrinsic 
angular momentum of the system. Let us denote it 
by J 

J = M- [p [pM]] 
x (Po+ x) 

(13) 

If, following Pryce, 7 we introduce the coordinate r 
of the center of mass of the system, defined by the 

relation* 

r = X-1 [- N- (P0 + xfl [pM] + p-;;'1 ( Po+ 1-tf1 p(pN)], 

(14) 

then the operator J\lfp,v can be written in terms of 
the momentum p, the intrinsic angular momentum 
J, and the coordinate r of the center of mass, in 
the following way5•8•9 

M= [rp] +J, N =-Po r- (P0 + xf1 [pJ]. (15) 

Thus the angular momentum M of the system is 
the sum of the intrinsic angular momentum J and 
the angular momentum r x p, which can be inter
preted as the angular momentum of the center of 
mass. 

From the definitions (13) - (14) and the rela
tions (8) - (10) it follows that the operators r, J, 
p satisfy the following commutation relations: 

(r;, r;] = 0, 

Furthermore 

[r;, Pol = ip; p-:;\ 

[J;, r;] = 0, 

[J,., Pol = 0. 

[r,., N;l = i (- Po1 p; r; + Po\Po +xf2 p,. [pJ]j 

+(Po+ xf1 e;;kJk), 

(16) 

(J,., M;] = ie;;kJk, 

[J2, J;] = 0, 
[J,., N;] = i (p0 + xf1 (6;; pJ- p;J;), 

[J2 , M;] = 0, [J2 , N 1] = 0. (17) 

Thus the operators PJL• ~v are expressed in 
terms of the operators PJ..t.• J, r (and conversely). 
It follows from the commutation relations (16) 
- (17) that the operators PJ..t.• J 2, and one of the 
components of J, for example Jz, form a com
plete system of conserved operators: 

p..,., J2 , Jz or p~, p, J2 , Jz. (18) 

The operators (18) exhaust the possibilities for 
forming sets of independent conserved operators 
from pf.J- and MJLv· 

The operators p~ and J 2 are invariants of the 
group. The eigenvalues of the operator p~ are K2, 

where K is the energy of the stationary system, or 
the energy in the center-of-mass system ( c.m.s. ). 
For nonelementary systemst (for example, a sys
tem of two colliding particles ) K is a continuous 
variable. The momentum p, Po = (p2 + K2 )1/2 

*A stroke over the product of two noncommuting Hermitian 
operators means the product made Hermitian operators means 
the product made Hermitian by symmetrization; that is, 
ab = Y:z(ab + ba). 

tFor the definition of an elementary system see reference 10. 
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always has a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues. 
The eigenvalues of the operators J2 and Jz are 
obviously J (J + 1 ), where J = 0, 1h, 1, ... , and 
m = J, J- 1, ... , - J. In the representation of 
p~, p, J 2, Jz the operators (15) take the forms 

M = - i [P :P] + J, N = - ipo ~ -(Po+ xr1 [pJ], 
(19) 

and J is represented by the well known ( 2J + 1) 
-rowed square matrices. 

For each K and J the eigenstates <l?pJm of the 
operators (18) form an irreducible representation 
of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group and correspond 
to a system with mass K, intrinsic angular momen
tum J, momentum p, and projection of intrinsic 
angular momentum m. The mass K and the in
trinsic angular momentum J are invariants of this 
representation, and therefore as a rule we shall 
write the eigenstates of the operators (18) in the 
simple form <l?pm· 

3. THE REPRESENTATION OF MOMENTUM AND 
INTRINSIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM FOR A 
SYSTEM WITH MASS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO 

Let U (a, A) be the operator that corresponds 
to the inhomogeneous Lorentz transformation ~ 
= ~vx 11 + ap_, and let Up'm', pm be the matrix 
element of the operator U (a, A) in the representa
tion (18). It follows from general considerations3 •4 

that this matrix element must have the form 

u p'm', pm (a, A) = e-ip'aQm•m (A, p) lip•, Ap, (20) 

where Q (A, p) is a unitary operator in the space 
of the projection of the intrinsic angular momentum, 
which depends on the transformation A and the mo
mentum Pj.L. Thus the action of the operator 
U (a, A) on the eigenstate <l?pm leads to the state 

«D~m- U (a, A) «Dpm = ~ <Dp•m•V p'm' pm 
p'tn' 

It is obvious that the explicit form of any trans
formation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, 
U (a, A), will be known if the operators Q ( R, p) 
and Q ( L, p) for rotations and pure Lorentz trans
formations are known. In order to find these op
erators, let us represent the operators R ( n, <fJ) 
and L ( v) [ cf. Eqs. (4) and (6) ) in the form 

(24) 

where x is a variable which determines the posi
tion and magnitude of the four-momentum PJL, and 
a change of which by the amount A. characterizes 
the transformation. For example, if the value x 
= x0 corresponds to a momentum PJL, then the 
value x = Xo + A. corresponds to the momentum p~ 
= AILv (A.) Pv· Let us now represent 

exp [-A. :x + A.f (x, J) J in the form 

exp[- A. :x + A.f (x, J) J = exp F (x0 , A., J) exp (-A. :x) 
(25) 

then it is not hard to show11* that if f (x, J) com
mutes with its derivatives with respect to x, then 

x+t. 

F(x, A., J) = ~ f(x', J)dx', (26) 

from which we have 
X 

Q (A (A.), p (x0)) = exp F (x0 , A., J). (27) 

This same formula also follows from the group 
relation (23). In fact, let us set in Eq. (23) At 
= A (A.) and A2 = A ( dA.) = I + A' ( 0 ) dA.. Then, 
since Q (I + A' ( 0) dA, A (A.) p ( x) = Q (I + A' ( 0) dA., 
p (x + A.))= I+ f (x+ A., J) dA., then in virtue of the 
group relation A ( dA.) A (A.) =A (A.+ dA.) we have 
from Eq. (23) the equation for Q (A (A.), p): 

dQ (A (A.), p (x)) = f (x +A., J) Q (A ,(A.), p (x)) dA., (28) 

which in the case in which f (x, J) commutes with 
-i Apa "\:' <fi Q (A ) = e ~ .,._. Apm' m'm , p , 

m' 

(21) f (x', J) (or with all of its own derivatives with 
respect to x) has the solution 

and the action of the operator U (a, A ) on an arbi
trary state <I? leads to a new state <I?' = U<J? whose 
wave function <I?' (p'm ') is connected with the wave 
function <I? (pm) by the relation (p' = Ap ): 

<D' (p'm') = U (a, A) <D (p'm') = ~ Up'm', pm (a, A) <D (pm) 
pm 

= e-ip'a ~Qm•m (A, p) <D (pm). 
m 

The operator Q (A, p) satisfies the group 
relation 

(22) 

(23) 

x+l, 

Q(A(A.), p(x}} =exp ~ f(x', J)dx'. (29) 
X 

Let us examine the special cases of the formula 
(27). 

Rotations. In the case of rotations - icpn · M 
= - <Pa /ax - icpn. J, where x is the angle in the 
plane perpendicular to n that determines the di
rection of the momentum p, so that A. = <P and 
f ( x, J) - in· J. Therefore 

*The writer is extremely grateful to D. A. Kirzhnits for re
marks connected with the formulas (25) and (26). 
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Q (Rn. <~~I p) = exp (- iqJ nj), (30) 

This is an obvious result, since in a rotation of a 
physical system around the axis n through the 
angle cp its intrinsic angular momentum as well 
as its momentum is rotated through the angle cp 
around n. 

Pure Lorentz transformations. In this case 
- ixcN =- xa;ax + ix (c [pJ]) (Po+ xf1 , where X is 
the angle in the plane of v and Po that character
izes the magnitude and direction of the four
momentum PJJ., so that* 

trinsic angular momentum J' of the transformed 
system A' is the space part of the four-dimensional 
angular momentum M~5 of the stationary system 
NC that is obtained from A' by imparting to it the 
velocity v' = - p' /p6. 

In the general case the intrinsic angular mo
menta J and J' defined in this way for the system 
A and the Lorentz-transformed system A' do not 
coincide, but differ by a space rotation. To see 
this we note that if for the system A we introduce 
the four-vector 

r'"' = ( l/2 ix) e'"'v:o.oMv:o.p0 , 

Po = V p}_ + X 2 ch X, 

Therefore 

A. = 'X· then the intrinsic angular momentum of the system 
A coincides with the space part of the four-vector 

f(x, J) =- i([p X C]J) [(pi+ K2)1/2COShX +Krt,* 
and 

rfi of the system A c. The four-vectors rfi and 
r ~c of the systems A c and A' c, and consequently 
also the intrinsic angular momenta J and J' of 

Q (Lv, p) = exp (- ioonJ}, n = [pv]/ I [pv][; 
I (pu) f 

ro = 2arc tg pu +(Po+ x) (r + 1) 

(31) the systems A and A', are connected with each 
other by the product of three Lorentz transforma

(32)* tions: 

Thus when a velocity v is imparted to a physi
cal system its momentum PJJ. = (p, Po) is trans
formed into a momentum PJi = (p', p0) [ cf. Eq. 
(11) ], and the intrinsic angular momentum is 
turned through the angle w around the axis p x v. 
The angle of rotation w of the intrinsic angular 
momentum plays an important role in the relativ
istic theory of reactions with polarized particles, 
and therefore we shall discuss it in more detail. 

4. RELATIVlSTIC KINEMATICS OF THE 
INTRINSIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF A 
SYSTEM 

We shall present a different derivation of the 
angle w by which the intrinsic angular momentum 
J of a system is rotated when a velocity v is im
parted to the system. By definition, the intrinsic 
angular momentum J of a physical system A, 
which has four-momentum PJJ. and four-dimen
sional angular momentum ~v is the space part 
of the four-dimensional angular momentum M{iv 
of the stationary system AC which is obtained 
from the system A by imparting to it the velocity 
v = - p/p0• Under a pure Lorentz transformation 
the system A goes over into a system A' having 
the four-momentum p~ and the four-dimensional 
angular momentum ~v·t By definition, the in-

*Sh = sinh, ch = cosh, arctg =tan-'. 
tit is obvious that p~ and M~v are connected with P~t and 

M~tv by relations (11) and (12), where 

v = (p - P) lP0 + Po)f(P0 -r Po -r PoPo- P P- X2) 

is the velocity of the Lorentz transformation, i.e., the velocity 
of the system A' relative to the system A. 

(33) 

where v1, v2, Vs are the velocities of the systems 
A, A', A'c relative to Ac, A, and A', respectively. 
It is obvious that 

V1 = P/Po• V2 = (p'- P) (p~ + Po)/(P~2 + pg + P~Po- p'p- X 2}, 

v 3 = - p'jp~. (34) 

The resultant transformation Rl-!0' does not 
change the velocity of the system Ac, and there
fore is a pure space rotation,* so that R00 = 1, 
Rik = Rik ( n, w ) . The direction n of the axis of 
rotation and the angle of rotation w can be found 
from the relations 

2 n; sin oo ==- BijkRik (n, oo) =- BiikLiv(Vs) L.:o. (v2) L:o.k (v1), 

from which it follows that 

. r 1 1 + ll + i2 + is 
n sm ro = u1u2 (1 + 11) (1 + 12l (1 + ra) · (35) 

This formula, which was first obtained by Stapp12 

(see also reference 9) corresponds exactly to the 
formula (32) found above. 

This derivation brings out a definite symmetry 
in the dependence of the angle w on the velocities 
u1, u2, Us. The velocities u1, u2, Us form a closed 
triangle, which must be understood in the sense 
that Us is the relativistic sum of the velocities 
- u2 and - u1, and so on (see Fig. 1). If we in
troduce a function w (x, y, (}) that depends on the 
dimensionless variables x, y and the angle (} and 
is symmetrical in x and y, 

*It must be kept in mind. that pure Lorentz transformations 
with nonparallel velocities do not form a group (cf. reference 13). 
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FIG. 1 

'"' (x y 8) - 2 arc tg xy sin 8 
"''' - xycos8+(xo+1)(Yo+1l' 

(36) 

then the symmetry of the dependence of w on u1, 

u2, Us can be expressed by the relation 

ro = ro (ui, U2, 812) = ro (u2, Us, 82s) = ffi (us, U1o :rt- 831) 

(37) 

or, if in accordance with Eq. (34) we go over to the 
momenta p, "fl and the velocity u of the Lorentz 
transformation, by the relation 

ffi = ffi (pjx, u, 8) = ffi (u, p'jx, 8') = ffi (p'jx, pjx, a), (38) 

where 0, (}', a are the respective angles between 
the vectors p and u, "fl and - u, p' and p. 

When one of the velocities u1, u2, us goes to 
infinity, another also automatically goes to infinity. 
It is not hard to see that 

(!) (x, y, 8) 1x-.oo, y-.oo = 8· 

Therefore it follows from Eq. (38) that w- 0 for 
p/K, u- 00 ; w- a for p/K, p' /K- 00 , and w- 0' 
for p' /K, u- oo. In particular it follows that if we 
let the mass K of the system go to zero, then the 
angle of rotation of the intrinsic angular momentum 
approaches the angle of rotation a of the momen
tum (which in the case K = 0 is the angle of aber
ration of light). 

It is useful to present the formula for the angle 
a through which the momentum p of the system is 
turned in a pure Lorentz transformation. Starting 
from Eq. (11), one can show without difficulty that 

. l(pu)J[pu+Po(r+i)) 
SID <X= , 

(r+1)pf('l'Po+pu)2 - x• 

mentum always rotates through a smaller angle 
than the momentum does. 

In conclusion we present plots of the functions 
w(x, y, 0) and w(x, 00 , 0) (see Figs. 2 and 3). 
It is interesting to note that in Lorentz transfor
mations in which the momentum is rotated through 

w(.c,y,8). deg 
180 

90 

60 

9. deg 

FIG. 2; Graphs of the function w (x, y, ()) plotted against 0 
for parameter values 1 < Yo < oo, x. "' 20. 

180 w{x ~.B). deg 

120 

J/0 

p2 (r + 1) + (pu)2 + pupo (r + 1) #0 cosa: , 
(r + 1) p V ('l'Po + pu)2 - x2 

a= 2 arc tg {I [puJI [pu + (I + 1) p' + P V ('l'Po + pu)'- x• J-1} 
~pu+po(r+1) ..JO 

(39) 

We call attention to the fact that the angles a and 
w are angles of rotation around the same axis p 
x v, the angle w being always less than a, except 
in the case K = 0, when w =a. Thus in a pure 
Lorentz transformation the intrinsic angular mo-

0 JO 80 90 120 150 180 
6. deg 

FIG. 3. Graphs of the function w (x, y, ()) plotted against () 
for parameter values 1 < x0 < oo, y "'oo 
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exactly 180° the intrinsic angular momentum is not 
rotated at all, whereas in Lorentz transformations 
in which the momentum is rotated through almost 
180° the intrinsic angular momentum can be ro
tated through large angles close to 180°. 

5. THE REPRESENTATION OF MOMENTUM AND 
HELICITY FOR SYSTEMS WITH NONZERO 
MASS 

The definition of the intrinsic angular momentum 
of a system as the angular momentum of the system 
with its center of mass at rest is possible only for 
systems with nonzero rest mass. The representa
tion of momentum and intrinsic angular momentum 
considered above holds only for systems of this 
kind. There is, however, another representation of 
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group -the representa
tion of momentum and helicity* - which holds for 
systems with K ¢ 0 and also for those with K = 0. 
We shall consider this representation first for K 

¢ 0, and then, by going to the limit K- 0, also 
for K = 0. 

Accordingly, assume that the rest mass of the 
system is not zero. Let us consider an eigenstate 
4>pkm with momentum pk along the axis k and 
component m of the intrinsic angular momentum 
along the axis k ( k is the unit vector along the z 
axis of quantization). We shall define the eigen
state Xpm of the system with momentum p and 
helicity m as the state obtained by rotating the 
state 4>pkm around the axis [ kp ] by an angle () 
equal to the angle between the momentum p and 
the direction k: 

X,pm = R ([kp], 0) IDpk, m ,= exp [-iO ([kp] M)/psin O]IDpk, m· 

(40) 

The action of the operator U (a, A) on the 
eigenstate Xpm leads to a state xpm: 

'X~m = U (a, A) XPm = ~ XP'm' U p'm', pm (a, A) 
p'm' 

m' 
(41) 

and the action of the operator U (a, A) on an 
arbitrary state 4> leads to a new state 4>' = U4>, 
whose wave function in the representation of mo
mentum and helicity, 4>' (p'm') = (Xp'm'• 4>'), is 
connected with the wave function 4> (pm) 
= (Xpm• 4>) in this same representation by the 
relation 

*By this term we mean the component of the total angular 
momentum M along the direction of the momentum, and not 
merely its sign. 

ID' (p'm') = U (a, A) ID (p'm') 

= e-ip'a] Sm'm (A, p) ID (pm), p' = Ap. (42) 
m 

In the relations (41) and (42), unlike (21) and (22), 
S (A, p) is a unitary operator in the helicity space, 
which depends on the transformation A and the 
momentum PM. 

By using Eqs. (40) and (41) we can see without 
difficulty that in the helicity representation the 
operator S (A, p) is equal to the product of three 
operators Q in the intrinsic-angular-momentum 
representation (p' = Ap ): 

Sm'm (A, p) = Qm'n' (R[kh) 6'• 

p'k) Qn•n (A, p) Qnm (R(kpJ,) 6 ' pk). (43) 

This formula essentially solves the problem of 
going from the intrinsic-angular-momentum 
representation to the helicity representation for 
systems with nonzero mass. It is useful, however, 
to get the generators of rotations and pure Lorentz 
transformations for the representation of mom en
tum and helicity. 

For a rotation through the angle cp around the 
axis n Eq. (43) takes the form 

S (Ru. cp, p) = exp [iO' ([kp'] J)/p sin 0'] exp [- iqmJ] 

X exp [- iB ([kp] J)/p sin 0]. (44) 

If the angle of rotation cp is small, then 

p' = p + cp [np], 0' = e- cp (k [npl)/p sin e. 

Therefore the first exponential in Eq. (44) can be 
put in the form exp (a + b), where the operator 
a is a = i() ( [ k x p ] J) /p sin() and the operator b 
is proportional to cp and consequently is small. 
Then using the formula14 

1 

ea+b =ea(I + ~e-anbeandTJ + ... ), (45) 
0 

and also the fact that exp ( - aT}) is the operator 
of rotation through the angle ()TJ around the axis 
k x p, we get 

exp [iS' ([k~'J J)] = exp [ie ([k~J J) J 
. P sin e · P sin e _ 

(I . J . ( J) pnk + np) >< + zcpn - tcp p P" + ppk . (46) 

Returning to Eq. (44) and expanding exp (- icpn · J) 
R~ I - icpn · J, we get for small cp 

. pnk + np 
S (Rn, cp, p) = I- tcp (kJ) P + pk , (47) 

from which it follows that in the representation of 
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momentum and helicity the generator of rotations 
is the operator 

M = - i [ _!____] + (kJ) pk .+ P . P ap p -r pk 

For a pure Lorentz transformation with the 
velocity v = cv the formula (43) takes the form 

S (Lv, p) = exp [iS' ([kp'] J)jp' sin 6'] exp [ -iwnJ] 

(48) 

xexp [- i6 ([kp] J)jp sin 6], (49) 

where n = [ p x v] /I [ p x v] I. If the speed v of 
the Lorentz transformation is small, the angle a 
through which the momentum vector p is turned 
is also small [ cf. Eq. (30)], and 

p' jp = pjp' +a [np]/p, 6' = 6- a (k [np])/p sin 6. 

Then by repeating the same arguments as for the 
case of a rotation, we get for small speeds v (and 
consequently small angles a and w ) 

S (L ) = I_ . ( _ ) ([kp] k] J) pnk- ([kp] J) ([kp] n) 
V, p L Cl. W p2 _ (pk)" 

-iakJ~ 
P+Pk 

= I_ i {x ([[kp] k] J) (k [pv]) p- ([kp] J) ([kp] [pv]) 
p2 (p2 - (pk )') 

--L kJ (k [pv]) Po}. 
I p (p + pk) 

(50) 

It follows from this that in the representation of 
momentum and helicity the generator of pure 
Lorentz transformations is the operator 

N __ . _i_ --L p ([[kp] k] J) fkp]- ([kp] J) [[kp]'p] 
- LPo ap i X p• (p2- (pk)2) 

+ kJ Po [kp] 
p (p + pk) . (51) 

Let us examine the appearance of the mass in 
the components of J that are orthogonal to k. The 
operators M, N and the momentum operator PJ..t 
satisfy the commutation relations (8) - (10). The 
operators 

p~, p, J 2 , Mpjp :== kJ (52) 

form a complete system of conserved operators, 
and the operators p~ and J 2 are invariants of the 
group. For each K and J the eigenstates XKpJm 
of the operators (52) form an irreducible repre
sentation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group and 
correspond to a system with mass K, intrinsic 
angular momentum J, momentum p, and helicity 
m. 

We shall now obtain explicit expressions for the 
operators S (R, p) and S ( L, p) that correspond 
to finite transformations. 

Rotations. As in Sec. 3, for the construction of 
the operatorS (Rn, cp. p) we shall use Eq. (29), in 
which in the present case 

f (x, J) = - i (kJ) p~k:P~P 

= _ .. (kJ) pnk + np 
• L p [ 1 + sin et sin [3 cos (x - I) + coset cos [3] · 

Here a, {3 are the angles made by the vectors p, 
k with the axis of rotation n, and x, y are the 
azimuthal angles of the vectors p, k in the plane 
perpendicular to n. By integrating Eq. (29) we get 

S (Rn, '"' p) = exp [- i'l']kJ], 

where the angle 11 is given by 

(pnk + np) tg (<p/2) 
'I']= 2 arc tg P + pk + (k [np]) tg (<p/2) 

(53) 

(54) 

Thus when a state with momentum p and 
helicity m is rotated it goes over into a state with 
the momentum p' = Rp and the same helicity m, 
and is merely multiplied by a phase factor 
exp (- i17m ). This is naturally a result of the 
fact that when the system is rotated its intrinsic 
angular momentum is turned through the same 
angle as its momentum. We call attention to the 
fact that in special cases, when the axis of rotation 
n is parallel to the momentum p or to the quanti
zation axis k, the angle 1) is equal to the angle of 
rotation cp. 

Pure Lorentz transformations. Unfortunately, 
we cannot use the formula (29) for the construction 
of the operator S ( Ly, P). since in this case f (x, J) 
does not commute with f (x', J ). Since, however, 
the operator S ( Lv, p) is the product of three ro
tations in the space of the intrinsic angular 
momentum of the system [ cf. Eq. (49) ], S ( Lv, p) 
is also a rotation operator in this space and must 
have the form 

S(Lv, p) = exp [- iA.mJ]. (55) 

The direction m of the rotation axis and the angle 
of rotation A. can be found if we use Eq. (49) for 
the simplest representation, which corresponds to 
the intrinsic angular momentum 1;2, so that J 
= a/2. We then get 

[( Ct ')2 Ct )2 Ct- (0 ]-'/, m = pnk tg 2 + (p + pk + k [np] tg 2 sin-2-

x {[[kp] k] P (nk) sin et- w + [kp] (tg ~ + (k [np])) 
p + pk 2 2 p + pk 

• Ct - (0 k ( k) t Ct Ct - (0 } xsm-2 - + p n g 2 cos-2 -, (56) 

[( pnk tg ( et/2) )2 2 et - w 2 et- w ]'/, 
A. = 2 arc tg P + pk + (k [np]) tg (et/2) sec - 2 - + tg - 2 - . 

(57) 
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We turn our attention to the fact that the 
operator S ( Lv, p) can be written in the form 

S (Lv, P) = Q[kh 9' Qn, <>Q[kp]. 9' Q[k1p]. 9 Q;,1<>Qn,"' Q[kp]. 9· 

The first three operators Q obviously give the 
operator S(Rn, a• p), and the last four give the 
operator S (Rr, a-w. p ), where r is the unit 
vector obtained by turning the vector n through 
the angle (} around the axis k x p. It is not hard 
to see that 

_ p (nk) [[kp] k]- (n [kp]) [kp] 
r- p•- (pk)" (58) 

Consequently, the operator S ( Lv. p) can be rep
resented as the product 

S (Lv. p) = exp [- iA.kJ] exp [- i (a- w) rJ] (59) 

of two rotations in the space of the intrinsic 
angular momentum: a rotation through the angle 
a - w around the axis r 1 k, and a rotation around 
the axis k through the angle A., with 

pnk lg ( a./2) 
A. = 2 arc tg P + pk + (k [np]) tg (a./2) (60) 

Thus when a state with momentum p and 
helicity m is given an additional velocity v it is 
transformed into a superposition of states with the 
momentum p' = LvP and various helicities m'. 
The fact that a state with definite helicity m is 
transformed into a set of states with different 
helicities m' is due to the fact that for a system 
with nonzero mass the angle of rotation w of the 
intrinsic angular momentum is not equal to the 
angle of rotation a of the momentum. 

6, THE REPRESENTATION OF MOMENTUM AND 
HELICITY FOR SYSTEMS WITH ZERO MASS 

We shall treat this representation as the limit 
for K- 0 of the representation for systems with 
mass K ~ 0. First of all we must define the 
limiting expression for the intrinsic-angular
momentum operator of a system with momentum 
pk along the quantization axis k, since the state 
cPpk, m is the starting point for the construction 
of states with arbitrary momentum p and helicity 
m (cf. Sec. 5). 

It is not hard to see from Eq. (13) that for K 

- 0 (and finite M and N) the component of J 
along the momentum does not change, and the 
components orthogonal to the momentum go to 
infinity. Since we are dealing with a state whose 
momentum is directed along k, this means that for 
K - 0 the component J 3 = k · J remains unchanged, 
and J 1> J 2 - co. From this it also follows that J 
- co for K- 0. Depending on the nature of the 
approach of J to infinity for K - 0 one can get 

two quite different representations corresponding 
to K = 0. 

1) If KJ- Z ~ 0, then it follows from the 
explicit expression for the matrix elements of Jt, 
J 2, J 3 that for K- 0 the operators KJt> KJ2, J 3 go 
to It, 12, I3, where 

1(/l)m•m = T 8 (bm'm-1 + «'lm'm+I), 

-oo<m, m'<oo. (61) 

We now find that instead of Eq. (16) we have as the 
commutation relations for these operators those of 
the two-dimensional Euclidean group, i.e., the 
group of displacements and rotations in a plane, 

(62) 

Then It, 12 are the generators of displacements 
along the axes 1, 2, and 13 is the generator of 
rotations in the plane 1, 2. 

It is not hard to verify that the conserved 
operators 

p' 82 =1~+1~,!3 or p2 , p, 82 =1~+1~, fa (63) 
~ ~ 

d h 2 d >-<2 form a complete set, an t e operators PM an .=. 
are invariants of the group. For K = 0 and any Z 
~ 0 the eigenstates XK=O, Spm of the operators 
(62) form an irreducible representation of the in
homogeneous Lorentz group and correspond to a 
system with zero mass, infinitely large intrinsic 
angular momentum ( J = K-t S:), momentum p, and 
helicity m. We shall not consider this representa
tion, since physical systems with zero mass and 
infinite intrinsic angular momentum are not ob
served. One can, however, get the generators of 
rotations and pure Lorentz transformations for 
this representation from Eqs. (48) and (51) by the 
replacement of KJt,2 by lt,2 and of J 3 by 13. The 
operators that correspond to finite transformations 
can be obtained from Eqs. (53), (55), and (59) by 
replacing (a- w) Jt,2 by I p xu I It,2/P (yp + pu) 
and J 3 by 13, since a - w goes to zero for K- 0 
like K I p x u I /p ( yp + pu ) . 

2) If KJ- 0, then it follows from the explicit 
expression for the matrix elements of Jt, J2, J3 
that for K- 0 the operators KJt, KJ2, J 3 go over 
into It> 12, 13, where 

/ 1 = 12 = 0, (!3 )m•m = m«'lm·m. - oo < m, m' < oo. (64) 

The operators 

(65) 

form a complete set of conserved operators, and 
the operators p~ and 13 are invariants of the 
group. For K = 0 and each value of m the eigen-
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states XK=Opm of the operators (65) form an irre
ducible representation of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group and correspond to a system with 
zero mass, helicity m, and momentum p. 

Using the expressions (48) and (51) and going 
to the limit K- 0, we find that in the representa
tion (65) the generators of rotations and of pure 
Lorentz transformations are the operators 

M . [ a] pk + P = - t p ap + I 3 P + pk , 
. a [kpJ 

N = - tp ap + Ia P + pk . 

(66) 

In a similar way one can obtain the operators 
S ( Rn, cp• p) and S ( Lv, p) corresponding to finite 
rotations and pure Lorentz transformations [ cf. 
Eqs. (53), (55), (59)]. 
Rotations: 

S (Rn, '~'' p) = exp (- iTj/3), 

= 2 arc t (pnk + np) tg (<p/2) 
T] g p + pk + (k [np]) tg (!p 2) 

(67) 

Pure Lorentz transformations: 

S(Lv, p) = exp (- if../3 ), 

pnk tg (cx/2) [pv) 
A, = 2 arc tg P + pk + (k [np]) tg (cx/2) , n = I (pvJ I . (68) 

The angle a through which the momentum is 
turned in a Lorentz transformation is given by 
Eq. (39) with K = 0 (the angle of aberration of 
light). Then 

(k [pu]) 
A, = 2 arc tg pu + pku + (p + pk) (r + i) . (69) 

Thus under a rotation or a pure Lorentz trans
formation a state with momentum p and helicity 

m goes over into a state with momentum p' 
= Rn, #' or p' = LvP and the same helicity m, 
being changed by a mere phase factor exp ( - irym) 
or exp (- iA.m ), where 17 or A. is given by Eq. (67) 
or Eq. (69). 
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